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Channel equalizers based on minimum mean square error (MMSE) and zero 
forcing (ZF) criteria have been formulated for a general scalable multiple input multiple 
output  (MIMO) system and implemented for a 2x2 MIMO system with spatial 
multiplexing (SM) for Rayleigh channel associated with additive white Gaussian noise. A 
model to emulate transmitters and receivers on a spinning vehicle has been developed. A 
transceiver based on the BLAST architecture is developed in this work. A mathematical 
framework to explain the behavior of the ZF and MMSE equalizers is formulated. The 
performance of the equalizers has been validated for a case with one of the 
communication entities being a spinning aero-vehicle. Performance analysis with respect 
to variation of angular separation between the antennas and relative antenna gain for each 
case is presented. Based on the simulation results a setup with optimal design parameters 
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Reliable and high speed wireless communication systems have ubiquitous 
demand. One of the breakthroughs in the area of wireless communications is the 
development of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems that multiple antennas 
at transmitter and receiver. Many techniques have been developed to upgrade the 
performance of MIMO systems in variety of applications [1-10].  
Aerospace telemetry offers an interesting application for MIMO systems. Aero 
nautical vehicles can follow a complex pattern of motion. Such systems are also often 
associated with challenging conditions such as low bandwidth and Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR). In this case a Single Input Single Output (SISO) system, that is a communication 
system with one transmitter and one receiver antenna, may suffer a severe degradation of 
performance because of a large fraction of the transmit power directed away from the 
receiver. MIMO systems can effectively address these issues by reducing the probability 
of loss of link, improve the error rate, and generally increase performance.  
  In this thesis a MIMO system with one of the entities being a spinning 
aero-vehicle is considered. Figure 1.1 illustrates the geometry of the problem. The 
antennas at both ends of the link are placed several wavelengths apart so that the 
individual channel paths are uncorrelated [15,16]. 
Figure 1.1 shows a rotating aero-vehicle and a base station that form a 2x2 MIMO 
system. θ represents the angle between an imaginary line drawn in the direction pointed 
by one of the antennas on the spinning vehicle and an imaginary line drawn between the 
antennas of the base station. This angle is measured by considering a vertical cut.  The 
aero-vehicle is shown to be spinning at an angular frequency of ω radians per seconds. 
The antennas are placed laterally on the cylindrical aero-vehicle. The angular separation 
between the antennas is represented by ϕ radians. The distance between the antennas at 










 The system involves air-to-ground and ground-to-air communication. In this case 
the communication link is associated with significant multipath in a rich scattering 
environment.  Bell Laboratories Layered Space Time (BLAST) architecture [17, 21] has 
been developed to exploit such conditions and achieve enhanced performance of a MIMO 
setup. In a simplified sense it involves spatial multiplexing at the transmitter, that is 
simultaneous transmission of multiple data streams in the same frequency band and the 
detection process primarily includes an equalizer to abate inter-symbol interference (ISI) 
and inter-channel interference.  
 A transceiver based on the BLAST architecture is developed in this work. A 
spatial multiplexing technique is implemented at the transmitter, in other words the 
transmitter sends digitally modulated binary bits as parallel data streams. A Rayleigh flat 
fading channel corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is used to emulate 
the channel behavior. The spin of the vehicle gives a predictable component to the 
channel. This is mathematically formulated using a sine-wave model.   
 Inter-symbol Interference severely affects the performance of a receiver in a 







equalization. In this work two equalizers for a general NT by NR MIMO system (NT 
represents the number of transmitters and NR represents the number of receivers) are 
formulated based on minimum mean square error (MMSE) and zero forcing (ZF) criteria. 
The receiver is assumed to have the perfect knowledge of the channel state and the 
weights of the equalizing filters are dynamically computed.  
 A mathematical framework to indicate the output SNR of the ZF and MMSE 
equalizers is formulated. This serves to be a key indicator of performance of equalizers in 
static and dynamic scenarios. A MIMO model with spatial multiplexing and equalization 
in accordance with the BLAST architecture is developed. The spin of the vehicle is 
simulated with the sine wave model makes the channel coefficients to have a periodic 
component. The model is applied to a system that has one of the communication entities, 
that is either the transmitter or receiver mounted on a spinning vehicle. 
 Firstly, the system is verified for correctness by comparing it to a scenario where 
the transmitter and receiver are stationary. In this case the performance of the MMSE 
equalizer is seen to be nearly 3dB better than ZF equalizer. The performance of the 
receiver in case of the spinning vehicle is studied in two scenarios. In the first case, the 
spinning vehicle transmits data and the stationary base station is the receiver. In this case 
ZF equalizer closely follows the performance of an MMSE equalizer. In the second case 
with the spinning vehicle is the receiver and the stationary base station is the transmitter, 
the MMSE equalizer is seen to have a superior performance.  
 The effect of beam-width of antenna on the performance of the system is studied. 
It is found that for highly directive antenna, the gain in performance with increase in SNR 
is negligible. The spatial configuration of the antennas on the spinning vehicles is seen to 
affect the performance. Increased efficiency in performance is achieved with the antennas 
mounted on the spinning vehicle are separated by π radians. Based on these observation a 





2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION  
2.1. WIRELESS COMMUNICATION  
Figure 2.1 presents a basic communication block diagram. Transmitter, channel 
and receiver constitute a wireless communication system. Transmitter sends the 
information using electromagnetic waves. The propagation medium of the 










A block diagram to indicate the necessary functional blocks of a digital 
communication system is presented in Figure 2.2. Data source generates binary data 
stream. Typically analog signals such as audio or video are quantized and converted into 
digital format. 
Efficient representation of such a data to achieve high data rates and avoid 
redundancy is important to effectively communicate through a noisy channel. On the 
basis of information theory several techniques have been developed to achieve this goal. 
A device that implements such techniques to offer one-to-one mapping of a digital data 
bits to a new reduced format is called a source encoder. 
Transmitter Channel Receiver 











The presence of noise in the channel corrupts the transmitted signal. In many 
applications highly reliable communication is critical. Reliability is achieved by 
introducing controlled redundancy in a pre-designed mechanism. A channel encoder 
implements this technique.  
Modulation is a process by which some characteristic of a carrier wave (typically 
a sinusoid) such as amplitude, phase or frequency is varied in accordance with a 
modulating wave to increase efficiency of transmission. A modulator implements 
baseband modulation or pulse-code modulation and band-pass modulation or RF 
modulation that forms two stages of the digital modulation technique.  
The receiver design is symmetric to the transmitter. Each functional block of a 



















Due to reflection, diffraction and refraction of the transmitted signal, multiple 
copies of the transmitted signal are received with different amplitude and delay. This 
phenomenon is called multipath effect.  
Fading channels are model the corruption of the signal during multipath 
propagation. Figure 2.3 illustrates a narrowband or a flat fading channel where the delay 
between the multipath components is less than the symbol interval (Ts). Figure 2.4 
illustrates a wideband or frequency selective fading channel where the multipath 
components have a delay that is greater than the symbol interval. Inter-symbol 




                           









                           
 





2.3. BPSK MODULATION 
BPSK is a common digital modulation technique that maps binary data, 0 and 1 to 
√𝐸𝑏  or -√𝐸𝑏 , respectively, where 𝐸𝑏  is the average energy per bit. The input binary 
sequence is modeled as an independent and identically distributed random variable that is 
probability of 0 and 1 is equal to 50%. The baseband modulation can be perceived as a 
summation of shifted pulse waveforms. The piecewise equation for a pulse waveform is 
given in equation 1. 
 
p(t) = {




Here Tb refers to a bit interval. 
The baseband modulated wave sb(t) is obtained as defined in equation 2. 





Here dk  is the transmitted binary bit, '0' or '1' at the kth symbol time slot (STS) 





Radio Frequency (RF) refers to frequency of radio waves that are widely used in 
wireless communication application. It varies between vary between 3Khz to 300 Ghz 
[29]. In the passband the RF carrier wave with a frequency denoted by fc  is modulated by 
changing the phase by π and 0 for the input binary bit '0' and '1', respectively, for each bit 
interval Tb. The passband modulated waveform, sp(t) is represented in equation 3. 
                  sp(t) = c(t) = √
2Eb
Tb
 . cos(2πfct + (dk − 1)π) 
(3) 
From equation 3, we see that the signal-space for BPSK modulation can be 
represented by the basis functions ϕ1(t) = √
2
Tb
 cos(2πfct) and ϕ2(t) = √
2
Tb
 sin(2πfct) for 





                         
Figure 2.5 BPSK Constellation Plot 
ϕ2(t) 
ϕ1(t) √𝐸𝑏 −√𝐸𝑏 
  
9 
Figure 2.6 depicts up-conversion of sib(t) and sqb(t) to sp(t) followed by down-
conversion of sp(t) to sib(t) and sqb(t). sib(t) and sqb(t) refer to the in-phase and quadrature 
phase components of the baseband modulated signal and sp(t) is the passband modulated 

































2.4. RAYLEIGH CHANNEL MODEL 
The multipath propagation of MIMO system along with scattering can be 
modeled using a Rayleigh fading channel. When the number of multipath components is 
sufficiently large, based on central limit theorem the propagation can be modeled as a 
radial component of two independent Gaussian random distributions.  It is a statistical 
model that assumes uniform scattering in all directions with no Line Of Sight (LOS) 
component between the transmitter and receiver. The pdf of such a statistical model 













2.5. MIMO SYSTEM MODEL  
Consider a general NT by NR MIMO system with NT transmit antennas and NR 
receive antennas. There will be NT by NR uncorrelated paths between the transmitters and 
receivers. The complex channel gains between ith receiver and jth transmitter at a kth STS 
is represented as hij,k given by equation 5 where αij are the amplitude gain and βij are the 
phase shift along these paths. The channel coefficients follow a Rayleigh distribution as 
given by equation 4. The block diagram for baseband transmission to baseband reception 
























Here xi(t) and xq(t) are the in-phase and quadrature components of the baseband 
transmit signal and yi(t) and yq(t) are the baseband received signals. The linear model for 
the system is presented in equation 6 and equation 7.  A 2x2 MIMO system is presented 




















































X is a set of transmit signal vectors in the signal space defined by a set of basis 
functions. Y is the corresponding set of received signal vectors. 
Noise at the receiver is modeled by an NR X 1 column vector whose elements are 
zero-mean, i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with identical variances (power)  
 𝜎2 [14]. 
 
 
2.6. SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING 
MIMO systems provide an additional spatial dimension component that offers a 
degree-of-freedom-gain. Several techniques have been developed to exploit this fact to 
achieve gain and efficiency in performance. Some of the popular techniques include 
transmit diversity, receive diversity, and spatial multiplexing. 
In the spatial multiplexing technique, the data is transmitted in independent 
parallel streams. In a rich scattering channel condition with NT transmit and NR receive 
antennas (NR ≥ NT) this technique provides a linear gain in capacity by a factor of NT 









Figure 2.8 A 2x2 MIMO System 
  
13 
two types, open-loop spatial multiplexing and closed-loop spatial multiplexing. In open-
loop spatial multiplexing the transmitter has no channel state information (CSI) where as 
a closed loop spatial multiplexing scheme the transmitter utilizes the CSI to decrease the 
correlation between the parallel data streams. Bell Laboratories Space-Time (BLAST) 
and Selective Per antenna rate control are some models that are apply spatial 




The effect of Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) in multipath time –varying 
dispersive channel is more severe than noise associated with the system. One method to 
abate this ISI is by implementing equalization or channel inversion at the receiver.  
Effectively the equalizers are used to decouple the multiple sub-streams in the received 
sequence. The process of equalization involves realization of a filter w such that 𝑊(𝑧) is 
approximately equal to  𝐻−1(𝑧). In this work a zero forcing equalizer is formulated based 
on a minimum error criterion and a MMSE equalizer based on minimum mean square 
error criterion. A generalized expression for these equalizers that can be used for any NT 
by NR MIMO system is presented [13]. 
2.7.1. Zero Forcing Equalizer.  A Zero Forcing equalizer is formulated to render 
the least square estimate of the transmit signal vector. It is shown that, the Zero Forcing 
equalizer is the pseudo-inverse of the channel matrix. Hence, the zero forcing equalizer is 
purely a function of the channel state or the channel matrix [12]. 
 
min (|Y − HX|) (8) 
 
X̂ = (H~H)−1H~Y (9) 
  




Wzf =  (H
~H)−1H~ (10) 
 
With ZF equalization we NT independent data streams are obtained. The output 
SNR of nth sub-stream (μn) derived below. 
 
?̂? = 𝑋 +  (𝐻~𝐻)−1𝐻~𝑁 (11) 
 






where, E(.) represents the expectation function. 
 















γzf,n =  
μn
((H~H)−1)nn





2.7.2. Minimum Mean Square Error Equalizer.  The Zero Forcing equalizer 
neglects the effect of noise. A more robust equalizer is proposed based on the Minimum 
Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion. The equalizer, 𝐖𝐌𝐌𝐒𝐄 renders an estimate of the 
transmit signal vector such that the mean square error between them is minimum. In this 
section a brief derivation of the MMSE equalizer is presented. The MMSE criterion is 
formulated as shown in equation 16 [12]. 
𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐸{|𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑌 − 𝑋|}] (16) 
 
𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐸{(𝑊𝑌 − 𝑋)(𝑊𝑌 − 𝑋)~}] (17) 
 
𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐸(𝑊𝑌 − 𝑋)(𝑌~𝑊~ − 𝑋~)] (18) 
 
𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐸{𝑊𝑌𝑌~𝑊~ − 𝑊𝑌𝑋~ − 𝑋𝑌~𝑊~ + 𝑋𝑋~}] (19) 
 
min (𝑊𝑅𝑌𝑌𝑊
~ − 𝑊𝑅𝑌𝑋 − 𝑅𝑋𝑌𝑊
~ + 𝑅𝑋𝑋) (20) 
𝑅𝑌𝑌 and 𝑅𝑋𝑋 represents the auto-correlation of the X and Y, respectively. 𝑅𝑌𝑋 and 
𝑅𝑋𝑌 are cross-correlation of X and Y, respectively. The minima of a function with respect 
to a variable can be found by partial differential of the function set to zero.   
 
𝜕(𝑊𝑅𝑌𝑌𝑊



























~ +  𝜎2𝐼 (25) 
 
𝑅𝑌𝑌 = (𝐻𝐻











The MMSE Equalizer is given as 
 
𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒 =  (𝐻𝐻
~ +  𝜎2𝐼)−1𝐻~ (30) 
 











It can be seen that the MMSE equalizer is a function of the channel 𝐻 and the 
noise variance  𝜎2. If the energy of the transmit signal is considered to be unity equation 
can be written in terms of μ as in equation 31. 
With MMSE equalization NT independent data streams are obtained. The output 
SNR of nth sub-stream can be derived in a similar method as that applied to ZF equalizer. 
It is given as is given as γ𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑒,n presented in equation 32[12]. 
 













2.8. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD (ML) RECEIVER 
ML receivers are based on optimal vector decoding and they minimize error 
probability. ML equalization involves calculation of the Euclidian distance between the 
estimate ?̂? and all possible transmitted signals (x) and detection of transmitted signal 
vector that corresponds to the minimum distance. The complexity of this receiver 
increases for higher order of modulation schemes. 
The design criterion of ML receiver is presented below. The objective of the ML 
receiver is to minimize the probability of error in decoding the transmitted message that 
is to minimize Pe = p(x̂  ≠ xi|y(t)) or to maximize p(x̂  = xi|y(t)). Signal constellation 
points have a one-to-one relation with a transmitted message an equivalent condition is to 
maximize p(si sent |y(t)). Correspondingly, the decision regions (Z1,...,ZN) are seen to 
be the sub-sets of the signal space and are defined as follows [28]. 





2.9. SPINNING OF THE VEHICLE 
In this work a case of a spinning body such as a missile is considered as one of the 
communication entities. Due to the spin there is a change in the relative position of the 
transmitter and receiver. When transmit and receive antennas face each other the received 
signal strength reaches a maximum and it decreases with increase in θ, that is the angle of 
arrival as mentioned in Figure 1.1. Hence, the spin can be modeled as a periodic 
modulation of the channel gain. A ‘sine wave model’ to mathematically model the 
antenna gain as illustrated in Figure 2.9. Here, ‘a’ is the maximum relative antenna gain, 
‘b’ is the gain offset, ϕ is the angular separation between the antennas and T is the time 




                           
 
























Antenna #1 rotation 
Antenna #2 rotation 




The variation of relative gain of the antennas mounted on the aero-vehicle is 
represented in equations 34 and 35. 
 

















3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
3.1. MATLAB SIMULATION 
With the availability of advanced computing platforms and robust analysis and 
simulation tools, computer based simulations have become prevalent means to illustrate 
and analyze performance of wireless communication systems through the successive 
stages of development such as conceptualization, design, building of hardware, 
verification and validation. In this work a simple simulation of the system under 
consideration is presented. This will mainly serve to check the feasibility of 
implementation of equalizers to a MIMO system that may be deployed for telemetry 
communication. MATLABTM, a technical computing language has been used for 
simulation and analysis of our model. Figure 3.1 presents the high level block diagram of 




           







Y = HX + N  
Equalizer 







3.2. DATA SOURCE 
The uniform pseudorandom binary data source generates equally likely bits [0,1].  
 
 
3.3. BPSK MODULATION 
In BPSK modulation, the carrier wave  is modulated by changing the phase by π 
and 0 for the input binary bit '0' and '1', respectively, for each bit interval Tb. To simulate 
the phase change of π radians for 0 and 1, the binary data 0 and 1 are mapped to -1 and 
+1, respectively, according to the relation n = 2*m – 1, where m =[0,1]. 
 
 
3.4. SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING 
Two modulated symbols are transmitted simultaneously in each STS as a part of 
independent parallel data streams. In this way, the spatial domain is reused or 
multiplexed. In accordance with this spatial multiplexing scheme total duration to 
transmit N bits is N/2 STS or (N/2)*Tb seconds (Tb is the bit interval) thereby increasing 
the channel capacity by two times. 
 
 
3.5. AWGN NOISE 
The communication systems several undesired noise signals corrupt the 
information that is transmitted. Some of these include thermal noise (Johnson-Nyquist 
noise), shot noise and black body radiation. A Gaussian distributed random variable is 






The Rayleigh channel is implemented as a complex vector sum of two 
independent and identically distributed zero mean Gaussian random variables. The rand 
function native to MATLABTM that is used. A pdf distribution of the simulated Rayleigh 
channel is shown and is compared with a theoretical Rayleigh pdf. It can be seen in 














It is assumed that the CSI is known to the receiver. The H matrix is updated once 
in each STS and is used to generate the equalization matrix in accordance with equations 
10 and 31, for ZF and MMSE criteria. Note that this process involves matrix inversion. 
The standard formula for matrix inversion given by equation 36 is used. Alternatively a 
MATLABTM command inv can also be implemented for calculation of the inverse. 









3.8. COMPARISON OF ZF AND MMSE EQUALIZERS 
In this section, results that compare the performance of the two equalizers are 
presented. One way to compare the performance is by analysis of the scatter plots of the 
signal. Figures 3.3 through 3.5 present the scatter plots of at different stages in the 
receiver. 
Comparison of figure with figure and figure shows the action of the equalizer on 
the received signal vector for a case of BPSK modulation at 20dB SNR. It may be 
relevant to note that nearly 10^4 bits were transmitted for this experiment to illustrate the 
behavior of the equalizers. The effect of ISI and noise that is reduced to render the 
symbols that resemble the transmit signal and effectively equalizing the effect of channel 
on the signal. The scatter-plot of the output from the zero forcing equalizer is seen to be 
more dispersed in comparison with MMSE equalizer. This is because of noise 
amplification by ZF equalizer. The comparison shows that MMSE equalization provides 





























































3.9. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD RECEIVER 
A ML detector for BPSK is determined based on equation 33. A decision 
boundary is derived for based on a maximum likelihood condition. For BPSK the 




3.10. SPINNING OF THE VEHICLE 
In this work, a case of a spinning body such as a missile is considered as one of 
the communication entities. Due to the spin there is a change in the relative position of 
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the transmitter and receiver. When transmit and receive antennas face each other the 
received signal strength reaches a maximum and it decreases with increase in the angle 
between the antennas. Hence, the spin can be modeled as a periodic modulation of the 
channel gain.  
The effect of rotation is simulated, and the Rayleigh channel is now seen to have a 
periodic component associated with it. Figures 3.6 through 3.9 show the channel 



























Figure 3.9 Channel Coefficients at SNR = 10dB (Rotating Tx) 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.1. PERFORMANCE IN A STATIONARY CASE 
As a first step the performance of the proposed equalizers is evaluated by 
considering a scenario where the transmitters and receivers are stationary. Figure 4.1 
presents the result for this case. The performance of MMSE equalizer is better than ZF 
equalizer by nearly 3dB. The results are within one dB of previously established results 













4.2. OUTPUT SNR AND PERFORMANCE  
 In this section, we consider the performance of the MMSE and ZF equalizers in 
cases of rotating receiver and stationary transmitter, that is the aero-vehicle receives the 
signal and the base station is the transmitter and rotating transmitter and stationary 
receiver, that is the aero-vehicle transmits data and the base station is the receiver. A 
comparative study of performance of equalizers in these cases is presented Based on 
equation 15 and equation 32 the output SNR of the output streams from the equalizer for 
cases of stationary transmitter and stationary receiver, rotating transmitter and stationary 
receiver and rotating receiver and stationary transmitter is obtained. For the stationary 
case δSNR saturates to zero. A case of rotating receiver is seen to have similar behavior. 
However for a case of a rotating transmitter δSNR increases with increase in SNR. 
Therefore, in this case, the MMSE equalizer mostly operates in a high SNR regime.  
It is seen that the behavior of equalizers for the case where the spinning aero-
vehicle is the receiver and the base station is the transmitter follows a trend similar to a 
case of stationary transmitter and receiver. Therefore, it is expected that the MMSE 
equalizer would perform better than ZF equalizer with their BER performance curves 
being parallel to each other. In case of spinning aero-vehicle being the transmitter and the 
base station being the receiver the trend deviates from the stationary case. In this 
scenario, the δSNR increases with increase in SNR at the transmitter. In other words the 
MMSE equalizer enters into a high SNR regime quicker than the other cases. Therefore, 
it is expected that the performance of the ZF and MMSE equalizer would merge in this 
case. A general loss of performance in the two cases of spinning antennas is expected due 
to loss of power that is transmitted in undesired directions. This loss is more pronounced 
when the antennas are highly directive. This effect is studied in greater detail in the 
successive sections.  Figure 4.2 presents the trend of difference between SNRs of the 
output streams with ZF and MMSE equalizers (δSNR) with a/b set to unity. Figures 4.3 

































4.3. ROTATION AND RELATIVE ANTENNA GAIN 
A sine wave model is implemented to simulate the effect of rotation. In the 
previous section the channel coefficient are verified to have a periodic component 
corresponding to the frequency of rotation. With increase in a/b ratio there is a more 
pronounced swing in the relative antenna gain with respect to θ. This means that, with 
increase in a/b ratio there is an increase in the directivity of the antennas. When a/b is set 
to zero the antennas are isotropic as seen in Figure 4.7 and the directivity reaches a 
























4.4. DIRECTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE  
The effect of directivity on performance of the system in case of one of the 
communication entities (transmitter or receiver) being a spinning aero-vehicle is studied 
in this section. The variation of δSNR with respect to a/b ratio is presented. When the 
spinning vehicle transmits data and the base station is the receiver it is seen that the 
receiver is more sensitive to the directivity of the antennas. In this case, the δSNR 
increases exponentially with respect to the directivity of the antennas.  Figure 4.10 
summarizes these results. In accordance with this behavior it is seen that in case of 
rotating transmitters and stationary receiver MMSE and ZF equalizers tend towards each 
other as the a//b ratio approaches unity as seen in Figure 4.11. The behavior of equalizers 
in case of rotating receivers and stationary transmitters can be explained on similar lines. 
The performance for this case is summarized in Figure 4.12.  These results are obtained 




















4.5. SNR AND DIRECTIVITY RELATION - ROTATING RX CASE 
 In the previous section the behavior of equalizers with respect to the dynamics of 
the system was presented as a comparative study. Now the behavior of the equalizers is 
studied for a case of the spinning vehicle being the receiver. In this case, the system 
consists of a rotating receiver and a stationary transmitter 
 Figures 4.13 and 4.14 summarize the behavior of MMSE and ZF equalizer. For 
lower SNR it is seen that there is no significant effect of increase in antenna directivity. 
However at higher SNR the system is highly sensitive to change in directivity of the 
antenna. It is also seen that when a/b is set to unity the performance gain that can be 
achieved by increasing SNR is negligible. So for practical purposes the performance 
becomes quite independent of variation in SNR for systems with highly directive 
antenna. 















4.6. SNR AND DIRECTIVITY RELATION - ROTATING TX CASE 
In this section, the effect of directivity of the antenna when the spinning aero-
vehicle is the transmitter is presented. BER is seen to increase with a/b ratio for both ZF 
and MMSE equalizers. The increase in BER is dominant at high SNRs. As a/b 
approaches unity the performance of the equalizers become less dependent on SNR. The 
trend is similar to the rotating receiver case. These results are summarized in Figures 4.15 

















4.7. EFFECT OF ANGULAR SEPARATION - ROTATING RX CASE 
In the 2x2 MIMO system that has been considered one of the communication 
entities is a spinning vehicle that is assumed to have a cylindrical geometry. The 
configuration of the antennas or the angular separation between the antennas placed on 
the spinning vehicle (ϕ) is seen to affect the performance of the system. This is studied in 
two sections. In this section, the effect of angular separation between the antennas when 
the spinning aero-vehicle is the receiver is presented. Figures 4.17 and 4.18 consider two 
cases of angular separation that are ϕ = 0 radians and ϕ = π radians. With the antennas 
placed laterally the loss of visibility is minimized. There is an improvement in 
performance when the antennas are placed π radians apart. The a/b ratio is set to unity for 









   





4.8. EFFECT OF ANGULAR SEPARATION FOR ROTATING TX 
 An experiment similar to the previous section is set up in this section. In this 
section, the effect of angular separation between the antennas when the spinning aero-
vehicle is the transmitter is presented. Figures 4.19 - 4.21 show that the performance of 
MMSE and ZF equalizer tend towards each other with increase in angular separation 





















4.9. DESIGN OPTIMIZATIONS 
The behavior ZF and MMSE equalizer in a case of full-duplex communication is 
studied with one of the communication entities being a spinning aero-vehicle. The 
performance is dictated by the SNR of the output streams from the equalizers. Based on 
these observations a few important design optimizations are proposed. 
4.9.1.  Choice of Equalizers. Figure 4.22 illustrates the performance gain of 
MMSE equalizer in the cases of rotating Rx and stationary Tx and rotating Tx and 
stationary Rx. This experiment was conducted with a/b set to unity. It is seen that there is 




















It was seen that for a case of rotating receiver MMSE performs better than ZF 
equalizer. However for a case of rotating transmitter the performance of both equalizers 
closely follow each other. Therefore, at the ground station ZF equalizer can be deployed 
without any loss of performance. This is useful since with ZF equalizer the knowledge of 
noise statistics is not required. Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 illustrate the optimized 
receiver architecture for the rotating aero-vehicle and the base station, respectively.   
 
 
                                            
 
 






Figure 4.24 Receiver Block Diagram for Base Station 
                               
 
 






Figure 4.23 Receiver Block Diagram for Spinning Vehicle 
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4.9.2. Transmit Power Optimization. From Figures 4.13, 4.14, 4.17 and 4.18 it 
is seen as the directivity of the antenna increases, the performance drops even though the 
transmitted power is maintained at the same value. When a/b ratio approaches unity the 
performance is almost independent of SNR. It is seen that at higher SNR the system is 
more sensitive to increase in directivity of the antennas. These results are summarized in 
Figures 4.25 and 4.26 for the cases of rotating receiver and rotating transmitter, 
respectively. The improved receiver architecture proposed in the previous section is 
considered in this analysis. Consequently the behavior of MMSE equalizer is studied for 
a case of rotating transmitters and the performance of ZF equalizer is studied for a case of 

















4.9.3. Antenna Configuration. From Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 antenna 
separation of 180 degrees is seen to increase performance when the spinning vehicle is 
the receiver. At this configuration, when the rotating body behaves as a transmitter the 
performance of ZF equalizer tends closer towards the MMSE equalizer. This allows to 
use deploy the receiver architecture discussed in Section 4.9.1.Thereby allowing 





 In this thesis, ZF and MMSE equalizers based on a BLAST architecture has been 
formulated for a 2X2 MIMO system. A theoretical framework to predict the performance 
of the equalizers is proposed and verified. The model is checked for consistency by 
verifying its performance for a static case. Further, the performance is studied for a case 
in which one of the communication entities is mounted on a spinning vehicle. The effect 
of directivity and angular placement of antennas is studied. It is seen that the BER 
increases with increase in directivity of the antenna. Also in such a case the performance 
of MMSE equalizer closely follows ZF equalizer. Hence, for systems with highly 
directive antennas a ZF equalizer can replace MMSE. Also with increase in antenna 
directivity the MIMO systems are less sensitive to SNR. Hence, with our observations we 
suggest that for a/b set to unity lower SNRs can be preferred. It is also proved that 
antenna placed diametrically opposite on a rotating body is the best solution. Based on 
the simulation results new design optimizations are proposed. The proposed model is 
seen to have reduced complexity and computation, smart choice of transmits power and 
optimal placement of antennas on the spinning vehicle. In the background of the 
challenging conditions that demand robust solutions for effective communication this 























































% ZF and MMSE Equalization for a 2x2 MIMO with spatial multiplexing 




% --------------------- PARAMETERS: ----------------------------------- 
% N = Number of Symbols for experiment 
% SNR_dB = Signal-to-Noise Ration in dB 
% num_Tx = Number of transmit antennas 
% num_Rx = Number of receive antennas 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
clear all;close all hidden;clc 
N = 1e6; % Number of bits  
SNR_dB = [0:2:40];  
num_Rx = 2; % Number of receivers 
num_Tx = 2; % number of transmitters 
  
for SNRcounter = 1:length(SNR_dB) 
  
    % Generate random binary data 
    bits = rand(1,N)>0.5; % creates 0s and 1s with equal probability 
    BPSK_symbols = 2*bits-1; % generate  BPSK symbols 
     
    %grouping the symbols in accordance with Spatial Multiplexing 
    %techinique 
    seq = repmat(BPSK_symbols,[num_Tx 1]); 
     
    % Generate slow fading rayleigh coefficients 
    h = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N)]; 
     
    % Model AWGN with 0dB variance 
    n = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx)]; 
     
    % Y = HX + N 
    y_add = zeros(size(seq,1),size(seq,2)); 
    y_temp = h.*seq; 
    y_add(:,1:2:end) = y_temp(:,2:2:end); 
    y_add = y_add + y_temp; 
    y = y_add(:,1:2:end); 
     
    y = y + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/20)*n; 
     
    % Receiver with ZF Equalization  
    h_conj = conj(h); 
    h_hermitian = h_conj; 
    h_hermitian(2,1:2:end) = h_conj(1,2:2:end); 
    h_hermitian(1,2:2:end) = h_conj(2,1:2:end); 
     
    h_3d = reshape(h,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_conj_3d = reshape(h_conj,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_hermitian_3d = reshape(h_hermitian,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    y_3d = reshape(y,[2,1,N/num_Tx]); 
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    h_herm_h(1,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(1,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    hhy(1,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*y_3d),1); 
    hhy(2,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*y_3d),1); 
     
    hh_inverse_mul = hh_inverse; 
    hh_inverse_mul(2,1,:) = hh_inverse(1,2,:); 
    hh_inverse_mul(1,2,:) = hh_inverse(2,1,:); 
     
    y_estimate(1,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,1,:).*hhy),1); 
    y_estimate(2,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,2,:).*hhy),1); 
     
    bits_estimate = real(y_estimate) > 0; 
     
    bits_est = reshape(bits_estimate,[1,N]); 
     
    err_ZF(SNRcounter) = sum(abs([bits - bits_est])); 
     
    %MMSE Equalizer 
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    hhy(1,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*y_3d),1); 
    hhy(2,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*y_3d),1); 
     
    hh_inverse_mul = hh_inverse; 
    hh_inverse_mul(2,1,:) = hh_inverse(1,2,:); 
    hh_inverse_mul(1,2,:) = hh_inverse(2,1,:); 
     
    y_estimate(1,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,1,:).*hhy),1); 
    y_estimate(2,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,2,:).*hhy),1); 
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    bits_estimate = real(y_estimate) > 0; 
     
    bits_est = reshape(bits_estimate,[1,N]); 
     
    err_MMSE(SNRcounter) = sum(abs([bits - bits_est])); 
     
end 
  
Calc_ber_ZF = err_ZF/N; 


























































































% ZF and MMSE Equalization for a 2x2 MIMO with spatial multiplexing 
% Author: Aditya Kulkarni 
% Ver. Date: 06/11/2014 
%====================================================================== 
 
% --------------------- PARAMETERS: ----------------------------------- 
% N = Number of Symbols for experiment 
% SNR_dB = Signal-to-Noise Ratio in dB 
% num_Tx = Number of transmit antennas 
% num_Rx = Number of receive antennas 
% a = maximum  swing in the antenna gain 
% b = antenna gain offset 
% phi = angular separation between the antennas 
% l = Controls the rate of rotation of the aero-vehicle 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
clear all;close all hidden;clc 
N = 1e6; % Number of bits  
SNR_dB = [0:2:40];  
num_Rx = 2; % Number of receivers 
num_Tx = 2; % number of transmitters 
b = 0.5; 
a = 0.5; 
  
  
for SNRcounter = 1:length(SNR_dB) 
  
    % Generate random binary data 
    bits = rand(1,N)>0.5; % creates 0s and 1s with equal probability 
    BPSK_symbols = 2*bits-1; % generate  BPSK symbols 
     
    %grouping the symbols in accordance with Spatial Multiplexing 
    %techinique 
    seq = repmat(BPSK_symbols,[num_Tx 1]); 
     
    % Generate slow fading rayleigh coefficients 
    h = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N)]; 
     
     
    % Rotation of the aero-vehicle 
    l = N/2; 
    pt = 1:N/2; 
    phi = pi; 
    phi_arr = phi.*ones(1,l); 
     
    sin_tx1 = b + a.*sin(2*pi*(100/l).*pt); 
    sin_tx2 = b + a.*sin((2*pi*(100/l).*pt)+phi_arr); 
     
    h(1,1:2:end) = h(1,1:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(1,2:2:end) = h(1,2:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
    h(2,1:2:end) = h(2,1:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(2,2:2:end) = h(2,2:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
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    % Model AWGN with 0dB variance 
    n = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx)]; 
     
    % Y = HX + N 
    y_add = zeros(size(seq,1),size(seq,2)); 
    y_temp = h.*seq; 
    y_add(:,1:2:end) = y_temp(:,2:2:end); 
    y_add = y_add + y_temp; 
    y = y_add(:,1:2:end); 
     
    y = y + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/20)*n; 
     
    % Receiver with ZF Equalization  
    h_conj = conj(h); 
    h_hermitian = h_conj; 
    h_hermitian(2,1:2:end) = h_conj(1,2:2:end); 
    h_hermitian(1,2:2:end) = h_conj(2,1:2:end); 
     
    h_3d = reshape(h,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_conj_3d = reshape(h_conj,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_hermitian_3d = reshape(h_hermitian,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    y_3d = reshape(y,[2,1,N/num_Tx]); 
     
    h_herm_h(1,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(1,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    hhy(1,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*y_3d),1); 
    hhy(2,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*y_3d),1); 
     
    hh_inverse_mul = hh_inverse; 
    hh_inverse_mul(2,1,:) = hh_inverse(1,2,:); 
    hh_inverse_mul(1,2,:) = hh_inverse(2,1,:); 
     
    y_estimate(1,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,1,:).*hhy),1); 
    y_estimate(2,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,2,:).*hhy),1); 
     
    bits_estimate = real(y_estimate) > 0; 
     
    bits_est = reshape(bits_estimate,[1,N]); 
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    err_ZF(SNRcounter) = sum(abs([bits - bits_est])); 
     
    %MMSE Equalizer 
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    hhy(1,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*y_3d),1); 
    hhy(2,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*y_3d),1); 
     
    hh_inverse_mul = hh_inverse; 
    hh_inverse_mul(2,1,:) = hh_inverse(1,2,:); 
    hh_inverse_mul(1,2,:) = hh_inverse(2,1,:); 
     
    y_estimate(1,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,1,:).*hhy),1); 
    y_estimate(2,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,2,:).*hhy),1); 
     
    bits_estimate = real(y_estimate) > 0; 
     
    bits_est = reshape(bits_estimate,[1,N]); 
     
    err_MMSE(SNRcounter) = sum(abs([bits - bits_est])); 
     
end 
  
Calc_ber_ZF = err_ZF/N; 












































% Generation of Antenna pattern 
% Aditya Kulkarni  
% Ver. Date: 06/11/2014 
%====================================================================== 
% --------------------- PARAMETERS: ----------------------------------- 
% N = Number of Symbols for experiment 
% SNR_dB = Signal-to-Noise Ratio in dB 
% num_Tx = Number of transmit antennas 
% num_Rx = Number of receive antennas 
% a = maximum  swing in the antenna gain 
% b = antenna gain offset 
% phi = angular separation between the antennas 
% l = Controls the rate of rotation of the aero-vehicle 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
N = 1e6; 
  
l = N/2; 
pt = -(N/8):3*(N/8)-1; 
phi = pi; 
phi_arr = phi.*ones(1,l); 
  
%Case 1: a/b = 1 
a = 0.5; 
b = 0.5; 
  
%Relative antenna gain for a rotating body  




ylabel('Antenna gain (dB)','fontsize',14) 
xlabel('Theta (rad)','fontsize',14) 
axis([-4 4 -25 0]) 
set(gca,'fontsize',14) 
  
%Case 2: a/b = 0.5 
a = 0.25; 
  





ylabel('Antenna gain (dB)','fontsize',14) 
xlabel('Theta (rad)','fontsize',14) 
axis([-4 4 -25 0]) 
set(gca,'fontsize',14) 
  
%Case 3: a/b = 0 









ylabel('Antenna gain (dB)','fontsize',14) 
xlabel('Theta (rad)','fontsize',14) 



























% Theoretical output SNR for ZF and MMSE equalizers. This experiment 
% studies the change in output SNR of the equalizers wrt SNR at the 
% transmitter 





N = 1e6;  
  
SNR_dB = [0:2:40]; 
num_Rx = 2; 
num_Tx = 2; 
a = 0.5; 
b = 0.5; 
  
  
%Case 1: Stationary Rx and Tx 
for SNRcounter = 1:length(SNR_dB) 
     
   % Generate slow fading rayleigh coefficients 
    h = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N)]; 
     
    % Model AWGN with 0dB variance 
    n = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx)]; 
     
    % Receiver with ZF Equalization  
    h_conj = conj(h); 
    h_hermitian = h_conj; 
    h_hermitian(2,1:2:end) = h_conj(1,2:2:end); 
    h_hermitian(1,2:2:end) = h_conj(2,1:2:end); 
     
    h_3d = reshape(h,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_conj_3d = reshape(h_conj,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_hermitian_3d = reshape(h_hermitian,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
     
    h_herm_h(1,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(1,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
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    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
  
     
    rho_ZF1(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse(1,1,:))); 
    rho_ZF2(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse(2,2,:))); 
     
    rho_ZF_stationary = (rho_ZF1 + rho_ZF2)/2; 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse1 = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    rho_MMSE1(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan(((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./hh_inverse1(1,1,:)) - 1); 
    rho_MMSE2(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse1(2,2,:)) - 1); 
     
    rho_MMSE_stationary = (rho_MMSE1 + rho_MMSE2)/2; 




%Case 2: Rotating Rx and Stationary Tx 
for SNRcounter = 1:length(SNR_dB) 
     
   % Generate slow fading rayleigh coefficients 
    h = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N)]; 
     
     
    % Rotation of the aero-vehicle 
    l = N/2; 
    pt = 1:N/2; 
    phi = pi; 
    phi_arr = phi.*ones(1,l); 
     
    sin_tx1 = b + a.*sin(2*pi*(100/l).*pt); 
    sin_tx2 = b + a.*sin((2*pi*(100/l).*pt)+phi_arr); 
     
    h(1,1:2:end) = h(1,1:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(1,2:2:end) = h(1,2:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(2,1:2:end) = h(2,1:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
    h(2,2:2:end) = h(2,2:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
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    % Model AWGN with 0dB variance 
    n = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx)]; 
     
    % Receiver with ZF Equalization  
    h_conj = conj(h); 
    h_hermitian = h_conj; 
    h_hermitian(2,1:2:end) = h_conj(1,2:2:end); 
    h_hermitian(1,2:2:end) = h_conj(2,1:2:end); 
     
    h_3d = reshape(h,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_conj_3d = reshape(h_conj,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_hermitian_3d = reshape(h_hermitian,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
     
    h_herm_h(1,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(1,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
  
     
    rho_ZF1(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse(1,1,:))); 
    rho_ZF2(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse(2,2,:))); 
     
    rho_ZF_Rx = (rho_ZF1 + rho_ZF2)/2; 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse1 = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    rho_MMSE1(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan(((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./hh_inverse1(1,1,:)) - 1); 
    rho_MMSE2(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse1(2,2,:)) - 1); 
     
    rho_MMSE_Rx = (rho_MMSE1 + rho_MMSE2)/2; 
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%Case 3: Rotating Tx and stationary Rx 
for SNRcounter = 1:length(SNR_dB) 
     
   % Generate slow fading rayleigh coefficients 
    h = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N)]; 
     
     
    % Rotation of the aero-vehicle 
    l = N/2; 
    pt = 1:N/2; 
    phi = pi; 
    phi_arr = phi.*ones(1,l); 
     
    sin_tx1 = b + a.*sin(2*pi*(100/l).*pt); 
    sin_tx2 = b + a.*sin((2*pi*(100/l).*pt)+phi_arr); 
     
    h(1,1:2:end) = h(1,1:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(1,2:2:end) = h(1,2:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
    h(2,1:2:end) = h(2,1:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(2,2:2:end) = h(2,2:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
     
     
    % Model AWGN with 0dB variance 
    n = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx)]; 
     
    % Receiver with ZF Equalization  
    h_conj = conj(h); 
    h_hermitian = h_conj; 
    h_hermitian(2,1:2:end) = h_conj(1,2:2:end); 
    h_hermitian(1,2:2:end) = h_conj(2,1:2:end); 
     
    h_3d = reshape(h,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_conj_3d = reshape(h_conj,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_hermitian_3d = reshape(h_hermitian,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
     
    h_herm_h(1,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(1,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:); 
     




    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
  
     
    rho_ZF1(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse(1,1,:))); 
    rho_ZF2(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse(2,2,:))); 
     
    rho_ZF_Tx = (rho_ZF1 + rho_ZF2)/2; 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse1 = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    rho_MMSE1(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan(((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./hh_inverse1(1,1,:)) - 1); 
    rho_MMSE2(SNRcounter) = 
mean_nan((10^(.1*SNR_dB(SNRcounter)))./(hh_inverse1(2,2,:)) - 1); 
     





























































% Percentage gain in performance of MMSE in comparison with ZF  




%In this program I have tried compare the performance of ML and MMSE  
  
clear all;close all hidden;clc 
N = 1e6;  
SNR_dB = [0:2:30]; 
num_Rx = 2; 
num_Tx = 2; 
b = 0.5; 
a = 0.5; 
  
  
for SNRcounter = 1:length(SNR_dB) 
  
    % Generate random binary data 
    bits = rand(1,N)>0.5; % creates 0s and 1s with equal probability 
    BPSK_symbols = 2*bits-1; % generate  BPSK symbols 
     
    %grouping the symbols in accordance with Spatial Multiplexing 
    %techinique 
    seq = repmat(BPSK_symbols,[num_Tx 1]); 
     
    % Generate slow fading rayleigh coefficients 
    h = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N)]; 
     
     
    % Rotation of the aero-vehicle 
    l = N/2; 
    pt = 1:N/2; 
    phi = pi; 
    phi_arr = phi.*ones(1,l); 
     
    sin_tx1 = b + a.*sin(2*pi*(100/l).*pt); 
    sin_tx2 = b + a.*sin((2*pi*(100/l).*pt)+phi_arr); 
     
    h(1,1:2:end) = h(1,1:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(1,2:2:end) = h(1,2:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
    h(2,1:2:end) = h(2,1:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(2,2:2:end) = h(2,2:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
     
     
    % Model AWGN with 0dB variance 
    n = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx)]; 
     
    % Y = HX + N 
    y_add = zeros(size(seq,1),size(seq,2)); 
    y_temp = h.*seq; 
    y_add(:,1:2:end) = y_temp(:,2:2:end); 
    y_add = y_add + y_temp; 
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    y = y_add(:,1:2:end); 
     
    y = y + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/20)*n; 
     
    % Receiver with ZF Equalization  
    h_conj = conj(h); 
    h_hermitian = h_conj; 
    h_hermitian(2,1:2:end) = h_conj(1,2:2:end); 
    h_hermitian(1,2:2:end) = h_conj(2,1:2:end); 
     
    h_3d = reshape(h,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_conj_3d = reshape(h_conj,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_hermitian_3d = reshape(h_hermitian,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    y_3d = reshape(y,[2,1,N/num_Tx]); 
     
    h_herm_h(1,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(1,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    hhy(1,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*y_3d),1); 
    hhy(2,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*y_3d),1); 
     
    hh_inverse_mul = hh_inverse; 
    hh_inverse_mul(2,1,:) = hh_inverse(1,2,:); 
    hh_inverse_mul(1,2,:) = hh_inverse(2,1,:); 
     
    y_estimate(1,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,1,:).*hhy),1); 
    y_estimate(2,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,2,:).*hhy),1); 
     
    bits_estimate = real(y_estimate) > 0; 
     
    bits_est = reshape(bits_estimate,[1,N]); 
     
    err_ZF(SNRcounter) = sum(abs([bits - bits_est])); 
     
    %MMSE Equalizer 
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
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    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    hhy(1,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*y_3d),1); 
    hhy(2,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*y_3d),1); 
     
    hh_inverse_mul = hh_inverse; 
    hh_inverse_mul(2,1,:) = hh_inverse(1,2,:); 
    hh_inverse_mul(1,2,:) = hh_inverse(2,1,:); 
     
    y_estimate(1,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,1,:).*hhy),1); 
    y_estimate(2,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,2,:).*hhy),1); 
     
    bits_estimate = real(y_estimate) > 0; 
     
    bits_est = reshape(bits_estimate,[1,N]); 
     
    err_MMSE(SNRcounter) = sum(abs([bits - bits_est])); 
     
end 
  
Calc_ber_ZF = err_ZF/N; 








for SNRcounter = 1:length(SNR_dB) 
  
    % Generate random binary data 
    bits = rand(1,N)>0.5; % creates 0s and 1s with equal probability 
    BPSK_symbols = 2*bits-1; % generate  BPSK symbols 
     
    %grouping the symbols in accordance with Spatial Multiplexing 
    %techinique 
    seq = repmat(BPSK_symbols,[num_Tx 1]); 
     
    % Generate slow fading rayleigh coefficients 
    h = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N)]; 
     
     
    % Rotation of the aero-vehicle 
    l = N/2; 
    pt = 1:N/2; 
    phi = pi; 
    phi_arr = phi.*ones(1,l); 
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    sin_tx1 = b + a.*sin(2*pi*(100/l).*pt); 
    sin_tx2 = b + a.*sin((2*pi*(100/l).*pt)+phi_arr); 
     
    h(1,1:2:end) = h(1,1:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(1,2:2:end) = h(1,2:2:end).*sin_tx1; 
    h(2,1:2:end) = h(2,1:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
    h(2,2:2:end) = h(2,2:2:end).*sin_tx2; 
     
     
    % Model AWGN with 0dB variance 
    n = 1/sqrt(2)*[randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx) + 1j*randn(num_Tx,N/num_Tx)]; 
     
    % Y = HX + N 
    y_add = zeros(size(seq,1),size(seq,2)); 
    y_temp = h.*seq; 
    y_add(:,1:2:end) = y_temp(:,2:2:end); 
    y_add = y_add + y_temp; 
    y = y_add(:,1:2:end); 
     
    y = y + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/20)*n; 
     
    % Receiver with ZF Equalization  
    h_conj = conj(h); 
    h_hermitian = h_conj; 
    h_hermitian(2,1:2:end) = h_conj(1,2:2:end); 
    h_hermitian(1,2:2:end) = h_conj(2,1:2:end); 
     
    h_3d = reshape(h,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_conj_3d = reshape(h_conj,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    h_hermitian_3d = reshape(h_hermitian,[2,2,N/num_Tx]); 
    y_3d = reshape(y,[2,1,N/num_Tx]); 
     
    h_herm_h(1,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(1,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,1,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,1,:),1); 
    h_herm_h(2,2,:) = sum(h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*h_3d(:,2,:),1); 
     
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    hhy(1,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*y_3d),1); 
    hhy(2,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*y_3d),1); 
     
    hh_inverse_mul = hh_inverse; 
    hh_inverse_mul(2,1,:) = hh_inverse(1,2,:); 
    hh_inverse_mul(1,2,:) = hh_inverse(2,1,:); 
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    y_estimate(1,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,1,:).*hhy),1); 
    y_estimate(2,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,2,:).*hhy),1); 
     
    bits_estimate = real(y_estimate) > 0; 
     
    bits_est = reshape(bits_estimate,[1,N]); 
     
    err_ZF(SNRcounter) = sum(abs([bits - bits_est])); 
     
    %MMSE Equalizer 
    hh_adjoint(1,1,:) = h_herm_h(2,2,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
    hh_adjoint(1,2,:) = -h_herm_h(1,2,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,1,:) = -h_herm_h(2,1,:); 
    hh_adjoint(2,2,:) = h_herm_h(1,1,:) + 10^(-SNR_dB(SNRcounter)/10); 
     
    hh_determinant = (hh_adjoint(1,1,:).*hh_adjoint(2,2,:) - 
hh_adjoint(1,2,:).*hh_adjoint(2,1,:)); 
    hh_determinant = repmat(hh_determinant,[2,2,1]); 
     
    hh_inverse = hh_adjoint./hh_determinant; 
     
    hhy(1,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,1,:).*y_3d),1); 
    hhy(2,1,:) = sum((h_conj_3d(:,2,:).*y_3d),1); 
     
    hh_inverse_mul = hh_inverse; 
    hh_inverse_mul(2,1,:) = hh_inverse(1,2,:); 
    hh_inverse_mul(1,2,:) = hh_inverse(2,1,:); 
     
    y_estimate(1,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,1,:).*hhy),1); 
    y_estimate(2,1,:) = sum((hh_inverse_mul(:,2,:).*hhy),1); 
     
    bits_estimate = real(y_estimate) > 0; 
     
    bits_est = reshape(bits_estimate,[1,N]); 
     
    err_MMSE(SNRcounter) = sum(abs([bits - bits_est])); 
     
end 
  
Calc_ber_ZF = err_ZF/N; 














Interp_tx = fit( SNR_dB(1:end)', err_tx' ,  'poly3' ); 
plot( Interp_tx, SNR_dB(1:end)', err_tx' ); 
hold  on; 
Interp_rx = fit( SNR_dB(1:end)', err_rx' ,  'poly3' ); 
plot( Interp_rx, SNR_dB(1:end)', err_rx' ); 
grid on; 
hleg  = legend('Tx rotation', 'Rx rotation','Location','SouthWest'); 
set(hleg,'fontsize',14) 
xlabel('Eb/No (dB)','fontsize',14); 
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